OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Subject: Extension of tenure of Shri S. K. Choudhary, IDSE(85) as CVO in KoPT, Kolkata.

Reference: Ministry of Shipping’s O.M. No. A-12023/10/2009-Vig. dated 22.01.2015 on the subject mentioned above.

The Competent Authority has approved the proposal of the Ministry of Shipping for extension of tenure of Shri S. K. Choudhary, IDSE(85) as CVO in Kolkata Port Trust (KoPT), Kolkata for a period of 3 months beyond 14.02.2015 i.e. upto 14.05.2015 or until further orders, whichever is earlier.

(M. M. Maurya)
Under Secretary to the Government of India
Tel. No. 23094541

Ministry of Shipping
(Shri R. C. Sethi, Under Secretary)
Transport Bhawan
1, Parliament Street
New Delhi-110001

Copy to:
1. The Secretary, Ministry of Defence, South Block, New Delhi.
2. Shri S. K. Choudhary, CVO, Kolkata Port Trust (KoPT), 4 Fairlie Place, 3rd Floor, Kolkata-700001.
3. Central Vigilance Commission(Shri R. N. Nayak, OSD), Satarkata Bhawan, New Delhi.
4. EO(MM-II) w. r. to their O.M. No. 1/4/2009-EO(MM.II) dated 23.02.2015.
5. PS to MOS (P)/Sr. PPS to Secretary (P)/PPS to AS(S&V)/JS(S&V-II)/EO(CM)/EO/IC
Guard File.

(M. M. Maurya)
Under Secretary to the Government of India